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ON RAMANUJAN SUMS ON ARITHMETICAL SEMIGROUPS
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ASeksanderGrytczuk

1. Introduction.

Let /: N-*C be an arithmetic function and let f*=fx*f denote the Dirichlet

convolution and the Mobius function a, so that

(1.1)

Let

(1.2)

/･<≫>= Stf .0/(2). a SI

2
cq(n)― S exp

h=l
(ft,o)=l

be the Ramanujan's trigonometricsum.

form

(1.3)

V q /

A Ramanujan series is a series of the

2 aqcq(n)
2=1

where cq(n)is Ramanujan's sum and

(1.4)
aq= S

f*(mg)

=i mq

Important result concerning Ramanujan's expansions of certain arithmetical

functions has been given by Delange [21. He proved the following result:

oo 9<"('O

Theorem A. // S I f*(n)＼<°°, where win) is the number of distinct

(1.5)

n = i U

prime divisors of n, then 2 |a8cg(n)|<eo for every n and S aqcq{n)―f(n)
2=1 Q=l

In his proof, Delange used the inequality

d＼k

see [2; Lemma, p. 263] and conjectured [2, p. 264] that his Lemma is best

possible.

In [3] we proved the following identity:
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2 ＼ch(n)＼=2a>ik/ii-ni＼k,n)

d＼k

for allpositiveintegers k and n.

D. Redmond [7] generalized(*) to a larger classof functionsand K.R.

Johnson [4] evaluated the lefthand side of (*) for second variable. Further

generalizationsconnected with (*) have been given by K.R. Johnson [5], J.

Chidambaraswamy and D.V. Krishnaiah [1] and D. Redmond [8].

In thispaper by using (*) we give a theorem inverse to the Theorem A.

Moreover we obtain an evaluation of Ramanujan's sum definedon an arith-

meticalsemigroup.

2. Inverse Theorem to the Theorem A

We prove the following

CO
Theorem 1. // S£/*<°°. where

(2.1)

then

uk =

＼f*(mg)＼

mq=k mq

oo Ocu(n)
yj-

n=i n

＼cq(n)＼

!/*(n)|<°o

Proof. Let us suppose E^<°°, where Uk is given by (2.1)above. From

(2.1) we get

°°I f*(k)＼(2.2) s IZJMS Wn)l<0O.

*=i R gift

By (2.2) and (*) we obtain

°°I f*(k)＼(2.3) S
y*'"2a'<*'<*->t≫(fe>

n)<oo .
*=1 ≪

Now, by well-known properties of the function win) it follows that

(2.4)

and if D=(k, n) then

(2.5)

2<≫<*/(*.n)>;>

From (2.4) and (2.5) we obtain

2<a(ft)

2<u ((ft. n))

D>2aKZ)) .



(2.6)
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2"<"<*-≫(*, ny^^^^^'l^

By (2.3) and (2.6) our theorem follows
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3. Ramanujan's sum on an arithmetical semigroup.

Let G denote a commutative semigroup with identity element 1, relative

to multiplication operation. Suppose that G has a finite or countably infinite

subset P such that every element a=£lin G has a unique with to up to order

of the factor indicated of the factorization of the form

(3.1) a=p1d^-pkd"

where pi^P, pti^pj for i^j and at are positive rational integers. It there

exists a real-valued norm maDoine II･IIon G such that

(3.2)

(i) 11111=1, ＼＼P＼＼>1

(ii) ||a6||= ||a||||6||

if />gP

for alla, b^G

(iii) NG(x)=card{a<=G:＼＼a＼＼£x＼<oo for x<0

then the semigroup G will be calledthe arithmeticalsemigroup

We have the following:

Lemma 1. Let cr(a) denote the Ramanujan sum defined on an arithmetical

samiarouh G as follows

(3.3) cr(a)= S d^)＼＼d＼＼8

dicr.t)' ＼d /

where r, a<E.G; <5>0, p. denotes,the Mobius function on G and(r, a) is the g.c.d

nf r n in Cl. Than idp.hn.up.

(3.4)
c m(a)=

||/>||am-||/>||*cm-1>if pm＼a

＼＼p＼＼8lm-l:> if pm'1＼a and pm ＼a

0 if pm-11 a

for any prime element p^P and positiveinteger m. Moreover Ci(a)=l and for

any fixed ogG the junction cr(a) is a multiplicativefunction with respect to

The proof of thisLemma followsfrom the resultsgiven by J. Knopfmacher

see rfi.nn. 185-18fi"l.
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Now, we can prove the following:

Theorem 2. Let G be a given arithmetical semigroup and cr(a) denote the

Ramanujan sum on G. Then for any r, ae^G we have

(3.5) 2 |c(l(a)|=2a'<r'tr-a≫||(r, a)＼＼d

d＼r

where d>0 and (riD)=k if D^p"1 ■■■pf

Proof. Let ggeG be fixed. Then the function f(r)=(r, a) is a multiplica-

tive function of r. Hence by (ii) of (3.2) it follows that

(3.6) ＼＼{rs,a)＼＼'=＼＼(r,a)＼＼3＼＼(s,a)＼＼d for r, sgG such that (r, s)=l .

Let g―pai ■■■pak, pt^P, pi^pj for i^j, then we have oj(g)=k. Consider the

function F(g)=2wi8＼

It is easy to see that F(g) is a multiplicative function. Hence

(3.7) '(

<

rs

rs, a
-)

)

Kr^W,―0 for(r's)=1; r'
S~G ■

＼(r,ay ＼(s,a)/

From (3.6) and (3.7) it follows that the function

Pir, a)=2^r"r-a^＼＼{r,a)f

is a multiplicative functions of reG for any fixed a^G.

By Lemma 1 it follows that the left hand side of (3.5) is also multiplica-

tive of reG for any fixed a^G. Thus it sufficesto verify (3.5) for r―pm,

where p^P and m is a positive integer. Denote by L(r, a) the left hand side

of (3.5) and suppose that pl＼＼a.

If 0<l<m then we have

(3.8) Upm, fl)=S ＼cJa)＼ = ＼Ci(a)＼+
h

＼c,/a)| + |c i+1(a)|

.7=0 * j=l ' '

By Lemma 1 and (3.8) it follows that

L{pm, a)=l+2(ll/≫ll^-||/≫lla°-1)) + ll/>llai

If l>m then by Lemma 1 we obtain

L(pm, a)=

=2n/>ir

±＼cM＼=i+iim＼'J-＼＼p＼＼'a-l>)=M'm

.7=0 " j=l

Comparing the functionsL(pm, a) and P(pm, a) we get L(pm, a)―P(pm, a) and

the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
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